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There are too many boy bands that have been known before. It is certain that you have been one of
the craziest band fans before. It has been a usual thing for a teenager before to dance along the
music of boy bands and make their own music videos which are particularly depicting their favorite
boy band's video as well. Being a teenager before sure is fun. You would certainly be able to end
the day so well just by seeing your favorite band on the top charts of music videos or even in the
radios. But do you think it is the same until today? Definitely not. Today, everything has been
dominated by the solo singers as well as pop duos. As for bands, most of the ones that have been
known since 2000 up to 2012 have been outcast from the scene after they have done two or more
singles or complete their first album. It is somewhat an unfortunate era for boy bands.

In contrary to this, there is one band that is actually testing the fate of being a boyband. The world is
actually observing how far this  band could goâ€”the One Direction. It is sure that even if you are a
teenager of the modern times, you have sung their song as well. It could also be definite that you
also watched most of their videos on Youtube.

This article would feature this bandâ€™s uprising success from the past until today.

One Direction: The Start Of The Venture In Show Business :-

It was in 2010 that the members of the boyband showed and participated in X Factor as separate
candidates, which are Louis Tomlinson, Harry Styles, Liam Payne, Zayn Malik, as well as Niall
Horan. But unfortunately, they failed to enter the Boys category. It was Nicole Scherzinger who
suggested that the five should form a group instead to enter in the Groups category. Fortunately,
they end up third place in the competition.

One Direction: Forever Young? :-

Until today, the band is taking the whole world with their greatest hits. Their album actually debuted
in second place on the UK albums chart and had been the fastest selling debut album in UK by
2011. Even in other countries, the album topped the charts. Currently, their album debut in the U.S.
and Canada and had been the first UK group to debut at number one.

One Direction Tickets: Their Worldwide Tour :-

It has been said that the One Direction tickets would already take over the best selling tickets in
London. London now is the next stop of the rising worldwide boyband. You could now get your One
Direction London tickets online or maybe you could buy it in the ticket sales office near your state.
There would be an influx of One Direction London tickets that is why you should not worry at all. If
you want One Direction O2 Arena Tickets, you could choose from the following One Direction O2
Arena Tickets' events :-

â€¢ 22/02/13

Time: 19:00

â€¢ 23/02/13

Time: 12:30
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Time: 19:00

â€¢ 24/02/12

Time: 12:30
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